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Abstract
Learning to overcome the limitations, is to face the circumstances that every human being finds in
its natural interrelation, and especially with the duty it deserves to its environment. Facing the
challenges, within the imperfect being, include positive postures in the dimensional of growing and
glimpsing the material, together with the spiritual of the reasons that intuit the essence of a God
that represents the whole and the smallest parts
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1 Introduction:
Each action and century bring its splendor or reflections, its events and adventures. The planet and its
changes by natural and anthropic influences are successive stories that are renewed, arise between paths
of its own dimension or, in practical study, are discovered and transformed into its intrinsic biosphere or
by human intervention.
It is complex for humanity to remain conscious in acquiring the power granted to it (divine justice material). Experiencing a change for the general good is part of the conditions, difficulties and
possibilities that deserve to live with merits within the society that has been granted, in the sense of
assuming with reason.
2 Legend and truth of events
The planet has become a field of belligerence, a paradise with a port and open farmland for the game of
power, enjoyment and property. Tragedy and directional dispersion arises, but the academies in their
rationality fail to route what is required in supplies to clear the natural path that corresponds to a
consolidated State.
The banner is of permanent usufruct and of slapping without solution that leads to chaos and pillage, an
entire avenue that gives way to unknowns, privileges without merits in the sway of advances and arrears,
legitimate irregular currency, differentiating its genesis. The responsibility of the behaviors must ensure
decisions in their organizational structure, which provide satisfactory ideas and provide opportunities,
cultural values in application of the theoretical.
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In the social sphere, environmental pragmatism includes a diversity of relationships, needs that consider
channeling power in alliances of democratic redistribution, characteristics in action representative of the
various interests. Ownership, rights and irregularity of human activities, change and intensify by
development, the situation requires more science and integration of disciplines.
The modern universal and environmental context with its nascent problems must rigorously evaluate and
implement the orientation towards the State models and redefine the influence on their economic policy
configurations and their social insertion, in order to transform with comparative feasibility measures and
development environment protection. Well-known alerts with analytical deepening that seeks to
consolidate ecological awareness to maintain the health of the planet.
To understand the world is to analyze its natural phenomena, scrutinize in its cycles of mother nature,
study human behavior (with its projections, events and anxieties) and investigate the hidden and infinite
spaces of the phenomena of the earth and inter-manifestations. -acts of being with its diversity,
differences and modifications. In the same way, each existence - in its onticity - combines its theories of
the natural environment and puts into practice its own manifestations constituted by concepts, judgments
and reasoning, which put it to the test within its nucleus.
In the essential features, humanity with its actions and consequences of optimizing its use of resources,
experiences different needs and, most of the time, unbalances with the demand for consumer goods,
which generates changes in the environment and by adding waste that they become a negative
environmental impact. Adopting an alternative and direct approach requires an administrative and
comprehensive reform, based on experiences with risk assessment policies and functions, substantial to
assimilate and correct errors with operational methodologies. Substantial improvements, jointly oriented
by economic support.
Maintain a culture of resource protection in natural environments, linked to the potential stimulation of
health. Use the language of knowing and understanding the damages to health due to contamination, or
the responsibility that should be taken in not causing damage to the land, water, air, flora, fauna, location
and reuse of waste. The general characteristics of the mission in life, effects and control with
incorporation of legal provisions.
Train, in order to avoid ignorance of basic measures such as permanent deforestation, burning, excessive
industrial production -only mediated economically-, intensive monocultures, among diverse and express
natural resources that are depleted and require administrative tools, preparation and strategies such as
livestock without technological control of soils and basins (endless lists to emphasize and recognize in
each disciplinary field).
3 Integral culture
The environment includes having a legal preparation, approaching the laws. Know that the damages that
are caused are a natural logical object of mandatory compliance, protection and sanction for
environmental law. Important practical knowledge as an instrument and effective guide to solve the
pressing problems of the environmental theoretical and practical field.
The performance of social life and making its day after day more comfortable, has been of high
technological and artificial progress. There is a certain lack of ignorance and the present world is
approaching a certain paradoxical vision, essentially to protect the environment with harmony and respect
its cycles. In his reasoned inference to harmonize with society and the environmental nature, he
understands the inventiveness of seeking high quality of life, but a good percentage of the improvement is
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encompassed by the technology out of focus in a society of industrial service, of sumptuous utility
projected in an extreme consumerism.

Figure 1.Emission affectation, Boyacá, November 2019. Source: author V.F. Peñaranda. G.
Knowledge and the high and unlimited perspectives in the vital direction of the environment and health
are significant. Find guides in the modern transition, discern, confront and resolve the health of the planet
in an ethical reason. However, the variety of factors incorporated into the human environment is alarming,
limited to the uncertain and unsatisfied needs that lack understanding, power without meaning of solution,
the changes in development in many opportunism and economic concentration of few, comfort and the
technology.
The process must be an effort of mind and meaning, study and teach in the praxis exits at the
crossroads. The first steps are already taken to confront pollution with clean energy, identify and change,
start the transition as it has been the everlasting footprint of past generations, the industrial increase, of
private, public and cargo vehicles with their polluting fuels of 'particulate' material.
Alerts are a constant reality, measured by air quality monitoring networks such as carbon monoxide,
affecting the ozone layer, and sulfur and nitrogen dioxides. The way of assuming the same natural
phenomena are the constants of modern thought that require explanation and solutions, an effort by
society that guarantees quick and viable actions in their differences. It is the now or moment of
identification and administration to assume the stages of development, optional internalization of spirit in
the competitive, legal and practical that the concept of environmental intelligence requires.
Perhaps the path has not been taken due to lack of guidelines and policies of roots, also because people
have remained anchored, immersed in their habits, and in many cases the consolidation of favorable
criteria is not due to lack of a culture that promotes change economic, rehearsal and support for inquiry, to
protect mother nature. A new universe? The situation is clinging to creative minds, formulas that they
believe propose the right guideline and pay for meaningless distraction and the failure of what has been
paid in years of effort.
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Many times, due to incipient customs, there is no channeling of benefits, since in some cases urban
entities and societies are diminished and influenced by false addresses, confused by the inconsistencies of
daily work, administrations are only committed to the excessive exploitation of resources where they do
not they reach the regulatory controls for the regional, and also for the centralized benefit of the
regencies, for urban and personal priorities, without glimpsing the essence of the minimum environmental
impact.
If the issue of integrated development is taken, as a basic priority in social and inequality problems, they
must belong to a very new agenda, on research and planning of the natural environment, regional and
urban environmental quality implemented by public policies, with its diverse project contexts in
globalization and dissimilar realities, in actions for historical memory. They are facts of the sensitive
deductible experience, but in contemporary spatial and social cohesion, the truth of the argument that is to
think and create cannot be left behind (innovate, adapt in daily transformation and with the appropriate
ethical competence in the just mental and physical measure of the needs), to avoid the minimum
detriment in the environment.
4 World Reasons for the Disaster
An effective instrument, to face the depth of the environmental problem with its background, is the
undoubted economic cost that must be assumed in the capital venture to counteract and begin to reduce
the effects of pollution. The observable opportunity of the surpassed and the unavoidable commitment of
the countries to provide dedication and knowledge. A reasonable offer not to regret the coming
populations.
To undertake the rigorous advice of economic commitment, in environmental needs, is consecutive to
understand the double cooperation in participating in what has been learned and what has been stopped
executing for past periods. Support for Mother Earth is already an acknowledgment of energy that makes
humanity feel free to share it.
The exponential scheme of atmospheric pollutants is unquestionable, and the health impact caused by the
proliferation of various wastes: involvement of permanent volatile elements in the atmosphere, air
pollution by fossil fuels, power plants, industry and sewage in contact with every living being and nature,
aquifers, rivers, sea, land, whose only outcome is the substantial increase in diseases.
The succession of the environmental issue is understandable in every basic text, the survival between the
unlimited capacity to generate pollution, the consequences of the (in) variable deterioration caused by
hyper-consumption, population growth and progress of human activities. All the paths undertaken in
global history congregate the reasoning of its past, movements, elements of its progress, natural majesty
and also the loss of its reserves as an ecosystem. Jungles, hills, aquifers, snowy, need to determine the
deterioration and the appetite of finding solutions to its support.
Colombia and its snowfall are reference points, affected by the anthropic intervention and the already
manifest global warming that travels the world from south to north, in all its axes and angles. In the
descriptive and historical story of the Pilgrimage of Alpha, Manuel Ancizar expresses his direct
semblance of the Sierra Nevada del Cocuy and some of his winged beings, symbol, that swarmed in his
territory. Today, the gigantic cusps degrade, heights known as the six glaciers or snow-capped mountains:
del Ruiz, Santa Marta, Santa Isabel, Tolima, Huila and Cocuy, continue in clear decline of their perpetual
snows.
As we were approaching Alto del Cocuy (3,800 meters, temperature 9 Celsius degrees at 8:30 am), the
vigorous vegetation disappeared, leaving in place the resinous dwarf shrubs, grasses and mosses, until
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finally crowned the height, we enter the exclusive region of the frailejón [...]. The loneliness and deep
silence of the place, the huge bare rocks that rise everywhere in the middle of the ruins of hills prostrated
one on top of the other, mixing their powerful remnants thrown over a long distance, the dull and sad sky
through whose space turned large vultures and some condor with the majesty of the lord [...]. Ancizar,
p. 226
Thinking people without differences deserve natural Providence, to break down myths for sovereignty
and liberation, in search of impacts to order, not only to the capital of the emancipated market. In the
exceptional, the only tie includes the free sense of reconciling and pressing ethical support, benefiting it
from life, character and courage, as what being in its essence is, one more cell; not only thank the
inspiration and express verses that introduce the conceptual, prove that the spiritual direction is in the
work that has been stopped and, the true bio-ecological foundation is about to start, with the affirmative
contribution of removing and resolving with smart alternatives the impacts that afflict you.
In the logic of the uncontrolled technological expansion, and the care for the minimum environmental
detriment, justifying it with its organism of ideas called science, dazzles the novel activity; In his
understanding of adapting to the world and observing as a guest and without functions overflowing
growth, it is divided into differentiating criteria and multiple formulas that remain in theory. Posing the
concepts is no guarantee of bringing the designs and the inspirational ships of recognition, with their load
of probabilities, to a good port and shelter.
Feel, want and approve human protection, in the first instance joint recognition and welfare for natural
resources, non-renewable that are depleted. Prepare in the culture of conserving, restoring, reviewing the
effects of use and importance of forest and wildlife areas that promote environmental quality,
conservation of ecosystems and life.

Figure 2. Sierra Nevada del Cocuy (Los Pumas, 4,150 meter above sea level). Vestige and path of the
guides. Author: Daniel F. Peñaranda F.
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In the consolidation and economic execution so that the environmental projects are viable, the majority
remain orphans, either due to a shortage of contributors, due to the ignorance and foundation of models or
in the focus to make them practical and materialize them. Likewise, without the guideline and financial
support the weakness is present, the proposals are short and unreasonable to ensure their sustainability, in
the foundation required by the natural environment and its minimal impact.
Vulnerability is by acting without an interdisciplinary guideline (absence of reasoning and direction in
science for integration), by not seeking mediation of institutional levels, social, human capital and
resources, public policies in environmental reintegration. The control of societies in constant growth, of
great consumption and polluting waste and insufficient deposits or the vertiginous lack of control of
harmful chemical products.
A complex background system is that population density, the constant transformation of the natural state
of urban and regional lands, by large estates according to exploitation or anti-technical provision, which
require more livestock resources and extensive monocultures and agricultural inputs, without rotation
until the depletion of aquifers that become desert systems. The dilemma of science in the storm and drama
of life, raises changes in the foundation of environmental knowledge, induces being integral to economic,
social, natural and physical disciplines. The call that corresponds to the inheritance is refreshed,
interdependent with the order of its four natural elements, air, fire, water and earth, humanity adds its
greed, unease and insatiable tribulations for its own benefit.
The different studies are inclusive of the shortage of housing and demand, to affiliate and improve the
conditions of fragile life. A coherent relationship between society-nature; the ecological incorporation of
dimensional conservation for the projection of city-industry-region, needs to be revitalized of economic
operations and reflexive commitment of knowledge and transformation. To cover the environmental order
is to establish ethical links, regulate and incorporate legal concepts and disciplinary sciences, in order to
talk about construction towards the new generations.
In the appropriate management of establishing conclusive criteria, determined of integral environmental
recovery, in the search of not generating degradation, pollution, and the equipment of being able to
transform the waste product into an object of lucrative material, with the focus of reusing it, it seems to be
the characteristic sign of the perennial experimental signal. It is the thought in formation and even with
certain incongruities, to implement it in all the work of industry and technology, with the rational success
of lasting or evolutionary base that requires the administration of natural resources.
Above reason the greed and indifference that leads to breaking the fragile order of possibilities and
progress in the relationship and human action are taught. The desolation is transferred to seek justice, to
legitimize elements of authority to face the violation of the norms. Peñaranda, p. 95.
Society studies and demands in the field of ethical commitment the formation, action, conservation and
preservation strategy, so that it is compatible to articulate and dimension the ecological, economic and
social. It is understood that it is on that same scale of existence that makes the difference between the
selective and practical will to combine protective progression activities to overcome the primary and
animal, in coherence of its complex system. Efforts should guide objectives, plus technological solutions
in the order that characterizes the stability of the social group.
Survivors and dispossessed who have not reached their ideal, make up most of that common object of
relationship and study. However, in the era of progress, of the incontrovertible benefits and pollution, this
paradox arises in which the wake of outrage (the social order and its common needs) is observed, and as
the senses sharpen the nostalgia for the unstoppable sacrifice of the natural pantry.
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5 Open promises to appropriate
The discipline of knowledge leads to discovering interests in power relations, the environmental and its
resources are not exempted, they have enough room for profit that constitutes unavoidable potential in
this area. It requires incorporating its complex dimensions into a unit of science and a comprehensive
strategy of cognitive effort.
In the implementation of world-environment care and that included detecting curious common
environmental affection, there are the other cultural faces and collective interactional history, the nonreturnable transforming anthropic footprint. Knowledge and its relationships appear, however, in the
universe of the sensible any corner of the Earth produces the exaltation of the spirit, which includes the
emerging reflection. The real relationships and differences condition and induce to build new styles and
progress in the environmental relationship.

Figure 3.Sierra Nevada del Cocuy (Laguna grande, 4.400 m s n m.). Source: Daniel F. Peñaranda F.
On the banks of material and environmental wealth, the choice of knowledge well denies
itself. Inappropriate practices build the extinction of natural reserves, such as the planting or renewal of
forests by foreign species, and without direction to regulate distances or appropriate fertilizers and
insecticides; It is controversial because of the ecological balance. In the technical provisions of applicable
law, possession must include what is regulated, but in the value of productive-economic benefit, there is
also discontent in the concept of conserving.
The wealth of the inheritance is in the guard of ancestral transmission; its cultural guide of significant
action exists in correspondence of contributing to the universal heritage. The faithful knowledge of
favoring, an effort towards the future of the communities, to guard with gratitude in hovering the cares
and contributions of past humanity.
Freedom, dignity, gratitude and interest to preserve, are premises of redemption for the emotion of that
which is natural and seizes the senses; by antonomasia to the previous thing, in antithesis is the extinction
or usucapion. The smallest thing in life is worthy of protection, inspiration and admiration, altering is
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anti-value, spiritual interiority is obscured by sadness, blushing and disappointment. The common
knowledge must place towards a socio-environmental task.
When considering the continuous degradation of habitats, evasive or indirect, which without ambiguity
causes it to be, it is the detectable imprint of the error (wherever humanity has stepped on its residues
contrast), the vestiges and spoils not gratifying stimulate to differentiate the approach of
responsibility. The thematic universe includes the interests of social power and to guide, transforming the
construction of the equity of the environmental usufruct.
Being, in the instance of its set of inadequacies, abundant needs and little participation, constitutes
instability when it is not a decisive part in integral management. This situation creates an inevitable
environmental change of magnitude and, likewise, this chain leads to the deterioration of all ecobiological systems and global warming. Regulating the conditions of management and consumption of
natural resources determines progressive integral educational creation, its approach characterizes the
property relationship in its correspondence of principles and values of natural and social order, patterns of
use, production and specific, natural and technical intervention.
Regarding environmental laws, it is necessary to consider the operating system of the central and local
agencies, or the programs that are delegated to the States, to maintain the supervision and control of
methods in natural and environmental resources. Likewise, the regulations that exist for water bodies and
sewage discharges are mandatory in various countries; However, the main law of compliance and
fundamental inherence is the commitment to the regulated and social responsibility as the main veedora
agency.
As principles of regulation in pollution, waste, resources and water quality, of what we all want to know
about the environment and the laws of Puerto Rico, in what is established by its operating system, are
related in terms of protection policies, which already they are of general knowledge:
Human, domestic and industrial waste must be treated before being discharged into water
bodies. Otherwise, waste pollutes water and prevents water bodies from being used for recreation or
human consumption due to their high potential for disease. Similarly, pollution causes damage to
ecosystems that depend on water, including fauna and flora. López-Feliciano, Diana, p. 61.
Contingency studies, and science itself, are concerned with counteracting the incidence of these
phenomena, on how to stop warming in its escalation of uncontrolled. In this knowledge, there is no
significant general behavioral change, or effective transformative multidisciplinary documentation, to
analyze the shortcomings with frank reciprocity. Rather, the lack of proposals is characteristic of
abandonment, since the low social inclusion in the explanatory of ecological conditions, contributes
without preamble to environmental collapse. This sense establishes a crossroads of questioning the
existing instruments, to seek the balance of resources in their natural environment and the behavior
models demanded by humanity.
The relations of prototypes without norms and the dominant traditions of proceeding and daily ordering,
lead to legitimize interactive strategies in the complex disjunctive action that environmental control
requires. The native resources and their genetic modification are part of the 'advance', in the unstable
interventional conservation of the vertiginous productive demand, it is an emerging work of significant
interest and intervention in the awakening of social behaviors. To build in bioethics science the diverse
behaviors of the social-natural environment (urban groups in their diversity, elites and levels of power),
means to regulate; certify procedures of the just protective and equitable dimension of use, typical of the
purposes caused by the domains of the incorporated economic value. Correct, avoid, improve, establish
and comply.
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The human separation of natural and external reality, to analyze the biological conditions and all the
effects of climate change with its periods of droughts transcends throughout history. Anticipating the
scenario of future conditions with their nutrients is also their commitment, because in the consensus of the
logical reason everything is connected, mountains, rocks, hydrology, external and underground
aquifers. This merger is part of the hybrid of circumstances that justify a global trouble agreement.
In assessing the environmental impact, the prospective in the valuable integrity of the chain merits
correcting illegal extraction activities. For sectoral cases in Colombia, complaints about mining
operations, specifically gold deposits, illegal laundering networks to legalize international transactions are
recurring (El Colombiano newspaper, November 4, 2019). Mastery and damage add up as a few isolated
factors - erroneous - they are sustainable of indiscriminate use and recourse (permanent variable) for
pressurized technology without jurisdiction and little legal control for evasion or of difficult access for
being areas of permanent armed conflict. There are also other aggregates already described, in the weight
of how to get rid of that irrational burden, the roots of customs and cults, practices of obligation and
primary tribal innocence.
With all the need for order, despite the laws adopted, it has not been possible to curb the civilization
condition of living together, more stable belonging, with alternatives to counteract the minimum impact,
stop it in the articulation consolidation and perfection of strategies viable. The approach of other methods,
comprehensive administrative coordination plans, for the intervention of use in the ecological, regional
and urban environmental structure must be addressed.
6 Conclusions
To feel proud is to find the fiery spirit to become an integral and authentic part of the universe at the end
of the day. Righteousness is the celebration of justice, such as rest, rain or sun that benefit, feed and
illuminate.
Health in the name of Divine Omniscience, complemented by human wisdom, are
the ethical instruments of acclamation that must be contained on Earth within the reach of all
parties. Fair inheritance, so that with the intelligentsia they resound in the orb and illuminate the shadows
that the human race has implanted, in rescue of life and beyond death
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